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POLI THAL PRO ~E~~
************************

We're Not Gonna Take HAnymore
Fed up, burned out, and disillusioned, American voters want serious change.

A

s the news media and political experts kee p te lling us, thi s is the
year of the angry voter.
Indeed, we're said to be so fed
u p with governm e nt and poli t icians
we' re ready to tear th e entrench ed
political estab lishme nt from limb to
limb. D issatisfaction wit h the preside ntial candidates the primaries produced spawned an indepe ndent candidacy that threatened to turn the political
establishment on its ear.
We're said to be furious that the e nd
of the Cold War and dissolution of the
Soviet Union- positive outcomes for

BY RI ~ H A R~ B ENE ~ E TTO
two of the biggest proble ms this nation
has faced since the e nd of World War
II-haven't been able to make us feel
somewhat better about ourselves and
our future.
Why not?
Analysts say once we no longer had the
Sovie t Union and the threat of nuclear
annihilation to worry about, we began
to see othe r problems more clearly.
We came to th e sober realization
that, while the United States may be

Republican Warren Rudrnan is considered one of the nation's most influential
and \respected sen~tors. ',Government certainly needs more leaders like him. So
~
what's Rudman doing? Quitting. Why? Because he feels his job has become
meaningless thank~ to an,impotent political system.
Rudman is leavi7g pub ic office and returning to New Hampshire after serving
the nation or 12 years. Rudman, a 1952 management graduate of Syracuse
Unive~ity told TiltJ~ m~g,zine ~·s quitting because politicians are afraid to
solve problems tli"y're aware Q'f because they're too concerned with playing
party politics and .being ree ected
"I am very frustrat~d with the inability of Congress to accomplish a great
deal," Rudman told Time. '"Co~qress is not addressing fundamental issues. The
one I've, talked about the m stds the deficit, and the fact that we are about to
enter aJ era of annual $400 billion to $500 billion deficits, which will truly
wreck the count!'Y ... And this ongress just seems unable to deal with it.
"Frankly, I'm not sure the power is worth holding on to if what we're doing is
bankrupting America."
Rudma said governm?nt 'rust put aside partisan bickering and get down to
solving thetas~ at hand: ~·we've got to draw together in some way, or have oneparty contr.ol for a few year , and do what has to be done. Everybody knows
what to do. We know how to do it. We're always afraid to do it. "

the only military superpower le ft on
Earth, our economy in the internationa l m arketplace leaves a lot to b e
des ired . And th e stark real ity of
unsolved problems at home, sharpened
by an economic recession that has lingered for the better part of two years,
hit us between the eyes.
We face strong competition for econ om ic su p remacy f rom J apan a nd
Europe; race re la ti o ns are bad ly in
need of repair; many children still live
in d ire poverty a nd face lives fi ll ed
with fear, viole nce, and hope lessness;
our health-care system is out of control.
And we're shaken by the fear that our
c hil d ren won' t be ab le to do be tte r
economically than we have.
Weave through all that, says Robert
McClure, associate dean of the
Maxwell School at Syracuse, the failure
of governme n t at all leve ls to ade q uately respo n d to these problems.
Not to mention, he says, the decline of
the two major political parties, and the
trivialization of Ame rican politics by a
proliferation of political professionals
and a mass med ia th at increasingly
avoid serious political debate. It's no
wonder mass petu la nce is sweeping
the land.
Kevin Gottlieb, a 1970 SU doctoral
recipient in social science, Maxwell fac-

-BoB HILL
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Race ana Politics

ulty member, consultant, and former
aide to several Democrats in Congress,
says while the average person doesn't
understand the intricacies of government, they intuitively know something's gone wrong and don't like it.
"They're saying, 'Wait a minute.
I'm getting suckered here,"' he says.
"They may not know the numbers and
they can't articulate it well, but they
say, 'They're getting me but I don't
know how."'

A

sk people what's bothering them
and they tell you in spades:
• They don't like President Bush
because he's spent too much time
on foreign affairs and too little time
tending to the economy, race relations,
and other domestic ills.
• T he y don't like Bill C lin ton
because he's too slick and seems to
play fast and loose with the truth.
• They don't like members of
Congress because they ab use their
privileges, and play politics with serious problems.
• They don't like most poli ticians
because they believe they' re corrupt.
• They don 't like the news media
because they emphasize trivia and sensationalism and ignore substance.
• They don't like the primary system because it doesn't produce candidates they want or like.
• They don 't lik e most in st itu tions- schools, governments, courts,
social agencies, unions, churches, corporations-because they don't seem to
work anymore.
T he only group involved in the electoral process to be spared the rap, so
far, is th e peop le themselves. The
fashion is to accept no personal responsibility for our prob lems, and turn
around and look for someone to blame.

The issue of ra~e was brought into clear and violent focus in May, when four
white po icemen ;were acquitted in the videotaped beating of black motorist
Rodney King. The r ecision sparked urban revolt and continuing debate.
~ill race be an issup in this presidential campaign? Almost certainly, says
Sidney Hurlburt, USA Today editor of columns and a 1961 Syracuse graduate.
"Race and code words for race have been a part of every presidential election
since 1968," sJy!/Hurlburt. "Race works because voters respond to it.
Candidates ca.n· se the race card in two ways. They can say, 'vote for me
bee use I'm oJ)e of you,' and candidates of all stripes have done that for years.
Then there's the negative aspect, the one that says, in code words, 'vote for me
and I'll keep him in his place."'
" ice President Quayle put the blame for the LA. riots on Murphy Brown and
the deterioration pf tra~ditional family values, " says William Porter, computer
fir execLtive, fo~mer deputy chief of staff to Virginia Governor Douglas Wilder,
and 196l Syracuse graduate. "Those are code words. I don't know what traditional family val es are, but I do know those statements are being targeted
toward those sittin1g in Iowa or Utah, and we all know what the racial mix of those
states is. The kind~ of cpmments Quayle made play toward racial stereotypes. "
The issue of race could be more overt in this campaign, says Rena Merritt
Ban roft, 1former vi~e chancellor of the City College of San Francisco and recipient IOf a bachelor's degree from Syracuse in 1952 and master's degree the fol~:lowing year.
"I think race will be more important in this election than in any election since
1968," says Bancroft, who is active in California politics. "Willie Horton four years
ago brought the focus on race subliminally. The events that happened after the
unfair Rodney King decision will make race a more open issue in this campaign. "
-BOB HtLL

" Democrats blame R ep ublicans,
Republicans blame D emocrats. Since
no one party is in power, you can't hold
anybody responsible," says James
Sundquist, se nior fellow emeritus
at the Brookings Institution , a
Washington think tank, and the recipient of a master's in public administration from SU in 1942.
Adds Mark Abramson, president of
the Council for Excellence in Government and a 1973 SU doctoral recipient,
"This is a very unpredictable year. The
time seems ripe for change. The question is, who can accomplish it?"

I

s the depth of this national despair
justified? Obviously, the re's no easy
answer.
But perhaps therein lies the root of
our discontent. While deep down we

know there are no easy answers to difficult problems- governmental, social,
or personal- we sti ll seem eage r to
emb race those who come along and
tell us there are. Politici ans, soc ial
reformers, special interest groups, and
the news media team up to purvey
these magic potions that promise a
democratic utopia. Usually, the recipes
they provide lie in government action.
If only the government would spend a
little more money, pass some tougher
laws, listen to the voice of the people,
everything would be fine.
And we swallowed the lin e. We
demanded new programs doling out
bigger and better government benefits.
We be lieved politicians when they said
we could have it all without raising our
taxes. And now that we find ourselves
$4 trillion in debt, our economic base
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Meuia Power
The outcome of the upcoming presidential election may hinge on several factors ,
among them Peter Jennings' smile.
Jennings, the ABC evening news anchor, influenced voter attitudes before the
last tw(l presidential elections by favoring Republican candidates with his facial
expressions, says Brian Mullen, a Syracuse University psychology professor.
Mullen's study of network anchors found that only Jennings regularly changed
his expression when talking about various candidates. According to Mullen,
Jenni~gs smiled mor~ often in 1984 when he spoke about Republican candidate
Ronald Reagan than Democratic challenger Walter Mondale. Four years later,
same result: Jennings smiled more often when he spoke about Republican
George Bush than Democrat Michael Dukakis.
Each time, subsequent telephone polls by Mullen researchers found that the
percentage of ABC n,ews viewers voting Republican was invariably higher than
the percentage of NBC and CBS viewers voting Republican. "And this happened
four years apart with complete!~ different sets of candidates," says Mullen.
Mullen isn't researching newscasters during this campaign , so whether
Jennings will continue supporting Republicans, as Mullen says he did, is uncertain. But just to be safe, D,emocratic challenger Bill Clinton might want to try and
get oo Jennings' good side.
-BOB HILL

dwindling, our Congress and president
seemingly out of touch with the people, many of our social problems no
better now than 30 years ago, we've
become disillusioned.
"When yo u ask government to do
more and more, and do it in the context
of an increasingly diverse and divided
society, you ask for a government that
fails," says McClure. "And that failure
angers and discourages us all."

But we still deny our own responsibility to face problems and discuss
them rationally. We blame the politicians. We blame the system. We
demand term-limitation laws. It's little
wonder someone like Texas billionaire
H. Ross Perot could come along and be
e mbraced by many as someone who
could set things straight. It made little
difference he' d never h e ld public
office, had no experience in diplomacy

or foreign affairs, offered few detailed
plans for curing our ills and never put
himself to the difficu lt test of facing
the voters in primaries.
Brookings Institution political scholar Thomas Mann says of the Perot phenomenon, "It was partly the naive hope
that if only we can get the politics out
of it, everything will work out fine."

B

ut politics is the interplay between
the various public interests and
government. You can't have one
without the other. At least not in a
democratic society.
"Politics is the practical exercise of
self-government, and somebody must
attend to it ... ," said Elihu Root, secretary of state und e r Presidents
McKinley and Theodore Roosevelt.
"Somebody must Jearn the art, and
exercise the patience and sympathy
and skill to bring the multitude of
opinions and wishes of self-governing
people into such order that some prevailing opinion may be peaceably
accepted. Otherwise, confus ion will
result either in dictatorship or anarchy."
The problem is, we seem to have
lost the skill of compromise. These
days , everyone seems to wan t th e ir
way or no way. McClure says most
people think that if the final result
doesn't please them as individuals, it's
no good.
"Decision making must be satisfactory to the whole, but there's no tolerance for that," McClure says.
And that's a big part of why we're
angry.
F. C lifton White, a veteran Republican consultant who e ngineered Barry
Goldwater's 1964 presidential run, says
the in ab ility to compromise tracks
closely with the decline in strength of
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the political parties and the rise in
power of special interests and the news
media. That helped produce politicians who are free agents, responsible
to no one, let alone their party .
Problem solving took a back seat to
issuing press releases, making statements, and pandering to the crowd.
There are several reasons for that:
• Too many congressmen are so
worried about their reelection, and so
afraid of single-i ssue zealots who
threaten to destroy them if they don't
vote right, that they resort to partisan
grandstanding, phony posturing and
petty parliamentary maneuvering
instead of making tough decisions.
• Polls say President Bush, rather
than offer bold domestic leadership as
he did during the Persian Gulf war,
seems to be floundering.
"People are greatly concerned about
a lack of leadership, and unless somebody can clearly offer a way out, the
anger will cont inu e," says David
Ifshin, a 1970 SU graduate and a senior
political adviser to Clinton. "Presidential candidates have an obligation to
step forward and outline how they plan
to lead."
• A cadre of unelected special interests-by virtue of the money they give
to campaigns and the overamplification
of their voices by an all-too-willin g
press-take on a power that often
impedes rather than fosters legislative
progress in public interest.
• The media also is good at pinpointing problems-check kiting, crime, the
hole in the ozone layer-and getting
people alarmed about them. But we
don't always put problems into proper
perspective or explain th em in a balanced way. Everything becomes a crisis.
Gottlieb attributes the rise of sensa-

tionalism in the serious press to the
growth of "infotainment" shows such
as Hard Copy and A Current Affair,
which take seriou s subjects such as
government and politics, subject them
to highly simplistic analysis, and hype
them up.
"The newspapers, which have been
watching circu lations drop, are in a
knock-down, drag-out fight with TV,"
and sacrifice substance for flash,
Gottlieb says.
Will th is feeling of frustration subside?
Perhaps, says Kenneth Adler, a 1948
SU graduate who runs his own public
opinion research firm in suburban
Washington, D.C.
"If the economy gets better, and
there's a large infusion of new members of Congress (as expected)," peo-

pie will begin to feel better, he says.
"But the new Congress will have to
find a way to work with the White
House, even if the new president is of
a different party than the congressional
majority."
McClure isn't so optimistic. He says
given the scope of the problems, and
the diversity of the population and its
interests, he wonders if there is a
democratic way to cope.
"I believe in people being able to
face facts and to learn to talk cordially
and completely about our problems
and begin to try to figure them out at a
somewhat deeper le vel," he says.
"We.'ve got to get out of the blame
game and accept responsibility for
solving the problems and working for
solutions. What the solutions are, I
don't know." •

Privacy and PuOiic Life
Does Ge rge

Bu~

ave a mistress? What was Bill Clinton's relationship with

Ge~nifeli Flowers?I Wa~
it improper for Ross Perot to monitor the personal lives
·
•

of his employees? As the private lives of politicians undergo increasing scrutiny, so dAes the p~ess ' nd its proper role in reporting such maHers. Most journalists feel they a,re justified.
"The noliticial\~' nefsonallives and character have become more and more a
'
.j
focps of news 'i lv,rage because candidates themselves bring it on," says
Robin Toner '..•l '1'76 Newhouse graduate and national political correspondent
for the New· York Times. "Candidates themselves campaign more explicitly on
their cha acter traits and personal lives than perhaps they did in the past. "
David Rubin, dean of the Newhouse School, says that personal information
• a Qandidate is useful. The public can learn quite a bit about how a candiabout
date might perform in public by the way he or she conducts his or her private
life. "The old distinction between public performance and private life has now
hopelessly become blurred," says Rubin, "because there are so many issues in
public Iii~ that grow out of private behavior," citing AIDS, drug use, and private
finances 'as examples.
"If yoJ are not willing to lead your life in a way that you are willing to have anything you do on the front ~ge, then you probably just beHer not go into public
life " he rays.
He admits the press, at times, dwells too heavily on the personal lives of candi"·dat~s. an~ thinks perhaps they did so at the beginning of the primaries this year.
"What we at the Times try to do," says Toner, "is look at those aspects of
personal lives and character that relate to what kind of president this person
would be."
-ANDREA C. MARSH
~
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E~ONOMY
************************

~leaning U~ The Mess
America failed to save for a rainy day. Now we're caught in a storm.

A

75-year-old woman in tiny Palmerton, Pennsylvania, has cer. tificates
of deposit worth $120,000 coming
due in a few months. It's nearly all
the money she has in the world and
she doesn ' t know where to invest it.
The most logical place would be in a
bank, whe re deposits are backed by
Uncle Sam himself.
But this woman isn't rushing off to
her local branch. "My problem is that I
fear the total coll apse of our government," she says.
This sure isn't the eighties, even in
Smalltown, U.S.A.
That decad e of con f ide n ce, and
what seemed like prosperity, h as
given way to a couple of recession-ravaged years that have many in America
quest ioning t h e soundness of the
nation. Maybe it is the sobering speed
with which the Soviet Union collapsed.
Or maybe it's just too many economic
ailments all at once he re at home.
Whatever th e problem, America's
self-confidence has been jolted and the
whole nation is looking super-critically
at itself.
" I think th e recess ion ca u ght up
wit h peop le," says James Wozny, an
economist with KPMG Peat Marwick,
the giant accounting fi rm, and a 1988
doctoral recipie nt in economics from
SU. "Now they are reducing their debt
and that makes it difficu lt to come out
of this recession."
America is so d eep in d e bt, some
p e op le are wo rri e d it mi g ht n eve r
regain a sound economic fo undation.
Consider this. Prime office buildings
in New York City have sold for SO percent of their peak value, leaving some
once-wi ly developers and their banks
broke and looking downright foolish.
And t he value of single-fami ly house s- th e ya rd st ic k by whi c h most
Ame rican fam ilies meas ure t he ir ne t
wort h- is down dra matica ll y . For
m a ny fa mili es, th e dream of h ome

BY JO~N ~R U D E ~ E
ownership h as been s ha k e n by the
reality of the marketplace.
T he declining value of real es tate
assets might not be such a downe r if only
jobs were easy to come by. But with the
recession lingering, employment opportunities are declining. Even worse-to
borrow a phrase from the old song about
men-a goodjob is hard to find.
"We have not saved for a rainy day,"
says Barbara Jackson, budget director
of the state of Massachusetts an d a

1978 recipie nt of a n SU mas ter's in
public adm inistration. "We," in this
case, incl udes the America n peop le,
corporations, and the gove rnment
itself.
T his year alone, the Federal governme nt will run a deficit of nearly $400
bi ll ion. That will be added to the $4
trillion in debt already accumulated in
the last decade and on which governm e nt is pay in g a kin g's ra n so m in
interest.
Takeovers and corporate acquisitions
at prices that proved too high have left
companies on precarious financial foot-

The Housing Barometer
"As housing goes, so goes the economy," says Kent Colton, executive vice
president and chief executive officer of the National Association of Home
Builders. "It's the first industry into the recession, and it leads the economy out
of recession," he says.
The housing industry generally accounts for 5 percent of the gross domestic
product (GOP). When the industry accounts for a higher percentage of the GOP,
it most often signals economic growth.
"When you build a home, you not only build the house and employ the people
who work on that, you also have residual impacts," adds Colton. He sites the
increase in purchases of commercial products such as stoves, refrigerators, and
carpeting as examples.
According to Colton, who received his master's degree in public administration from SU in 1968, politicians should push for three main policies to stimulate the housing market, and thus, the economy.
"One of the keys is to keep interest rates down or to get them down lower,"
he says. "The other key is the benefits that come from a tax credit or a temporary tax credit for first-time home buyers. The third relates to removing the barriers to affordable housing. " This final policy involves all levels of government
helping the housing market through such avenues as zoning and building laws
and regulating the price of lumber.
-ANDREA C. MARSH
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Vanishing MiUUle ~lass
Chances are you 're a member of the American middle-class. Statistics say so.
Statistics also say there are fewer of you these days, that your dwindling numbers will continue to dwindle , and that your odds of moving down the economic
elevator of life are greater than those of moving up .
So say statistics compiled, in part , by Timothy Smeeding, a Syracuse
University professor of economics and nationally quoted source on the vanishing middle-class theory. A long-term study by Smeeding and Greg Duncan, an
economics professor at the University of Michigan, found the percentage of
Americans living in households earning from $18,000 to $55,000 in 1987 inflation-adjusted dollars fell from 75 percent in 1978 to 67 percent in 1986.
Smeeding estimates that by the end of the eighties only six in 10 Americans
were middle class, a 20-percent drop in 12 years.
This trend is likely to continue , says Smeeding, and that's not the worst
news. More revealing , and more depressing , are findings that more middleclass Americans fell into the low-income category in the eighties than rose to
relative affluence. This middle class erosion is caused, in large part, by the
changing, more technologically oriented structure of the job market. High-status workers, primarily those with a college degree, are earning more while
lower-ranking workers are earning relatively less. The disparity between top
and bottom wage earners, which has been increasing since the sixties, continues to increase at an accelerated rate, creating greater and greater inequality.
-BOB HtLL

ing. The enormous debt loads many
companies took on were fine when the
economy was prospering, but the borrowing proved too heavy to bear during
a recession. Companies like Pan Am,
Macy's, and Eastern Airlines-all very
much a part of America's culture-have
either disappeared or are in danger of
disappearing.
Consumers are likewise overburdened. In 1981, household debt averaged $17,116 per person. By 1991 , that

debt load rose to $42,277-thanks
largely to the excessive price of real
estate in the mid-eighties, according to
the Socio - Economic Institute in
Rhinebeck, New York.
Americans didn't get a break in the
auto showroom or the retail store
either.
When the median income in America
was $21,000 back in 1981, cars sold for
an average of $3,900. But the average
cost of an automobile skyrocketed to

$16,300 in 1991, as average incomes rose
reluctantly to just $32,000. Never before
did the average American have to lay
out half of their annual pre-tax salary for
the average car.
Gerald Celente, head of the SocioEconomic Institute, says installment
debt like credit cards now eats up 17
percent of Americans' after-tax
income. That figure was just 13 percent after the 1973, 1975, and 1982
recessiOns.
Bankruptcy rates today are running
at 3.4 for every 1,000 Americans. After
the 1982 recession, the rate was just 1.3
per thousand.
"The 1990s are going to be a time of
lower expectations," says Celente, who
predicts Amer icans will spend the
nineties looking for "simpler pleasures."
Th is might not be so bad . Some
experts predict famil y life will become
more important in the coming yea rs.
Churches will thrive. And taking children to the park wi ll serve as a no-cost
alternative to a budget-buster like
attending a professional football game.
Mom, dad, and the kids may even
hang out together a little more. They'll
watch TV together in the same room,
like Wally and the Beav did with their
parents. Maybe, America will turn over
the hour glass and find itself back in
the fifties.

T

he nation can fix itself, says Michael K. O 'Leary, an economic policy
expert and professor in the Maxwell
School at Syracuse. For that to happen, the nation must elect a president
from the Democratic Party, or turn the
majority of Congress over to the
Republicans. "Divided government,"
says O'Leary, "just isn't working."
The last time the Republican and
Democratic parties cooperated on anything big was in the fa ll of 1990, when
both sides of Congress agreed to what
is now widely believed to have been a
disastrous tax increase. While generating more revenue for the government,
the highly unpopular tax hike couldn't
put a dent in the budget deficit because the savings and loan bailout was
sopping up funds like a dry sponge.
That tax increase was in sharp contrast to the tax cuts enacted in 1986,
when the Reagan Administration made
a plausible case for "supply-side economics." The cut was intended to spur
individuals to start businesses and to
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invest, creating a healthy economic climate. Ultimately, theory held, government tax reve nue s would cl imbdespite the tax cut.
But something went wrong. While
Washington ditl cut taxes, which might
have spawned some private business
ventures, Congress couldn't agree on
where to trim the nation's expenses.
T hus, the era of $100 billion-dollar-ayear deficits was born.

H

ere's the problem. With the federal
budget deficit hitting record levels
annually, any action by Washington
to end the recession-su c h as
increasi ng government spe nding for
jobs-wi ll spook the bond market.
That drives long-term interest rates
higher, which damages the economy
more than spending programs help.
So the very action that is meant to
benefit the economy ends up hurting
business in stead , which leaves the
Federal Reserve Board as the remedy
of last resort-a role the Central Bank
has accepted.

But more than a dozen interest rate
cuts, including a huge drop in borrowing costs last December and again in
July, have failed to boost the United
States economy substantially. T he
problem, it seems, isn' t that interest
rates are too hi gh. The problem is
America is exc essi ve l y i n debt,
a nd pe op le and co rp o r atio n s
simply don't want to borrow any more
money.
Melvin Eggers, economics p rofessor and former Syracuse University
chancellor, says the federal government needs to start spending money
despite the budget deficit. Also, he
believes Wash ingto n must active ly
fi ght the ri se in inte rest rate s that
might occur.
"I think some bold action is called
for," says Eggers, who suggests the federal government must appropriate, and
be willing to spend, be tween $ 100
billion and $200 billion to fix roads,
highways, bridges, and the like. Beside
getting some needed repairs, these infrastructure projects will accomplish the

Tax Policy
taxes go up again.
way to balance this budget or get the deficit down in a
spending alone," says Michael Wasylenko, SU pronomi
nd associate director of the Maxwell School's
es Program.
Wal;V,IctnkQI believes that to remedy the huge budget deficit, income taxes
at the high end of the distribution-those earning salaries in
res. "We're not talking about 90 percent tax rates like we had in
says. "We're talking about probably inching them up toward 35
pen:ent:l" (Currently, they're approximately 30 percent.)
nl~:mnout is a 1934 SU graduate in chemistry and economics, econoconsultant. He agrees the wealthy could pay more income tax,
tax increase should be targeted to those earning even more. "A
incomes over a million dollars will, of course, help balance the

most important thing of all: create jobs.
Eggers recommends that Washington
distribute the funding through a new
found a tion, which wil l divide the
money-h e ca ll s them "leve raged
grants" - among worthwhile projects.
"It would create jobs in areas of need,"
says Eggers, who doesn 't think interest
rates would necessarily rise because of
this spending if the government takes
corrective action.
Eggers says, for insta nce, that th e
federal government could buy a large
number of its own long-maturity bonds
in the open market to control interest
rates, and replace them with lowerpaying short-term government instruments. Rates on short-term gove rnment paper like Treasury bills have
remained extremely depressed.
Others are pleading with government to come up wi th some longerterm solutions. "We face a dilemma,"
says Jim Follain, chairman of SU's economics department. "There is a lot of
clamoring fo r short-term fixe s. But I
think our problem is a lot more in the
long term."
Follain would like the government
to e ncourage increased savings. "We
need more investment. That's our fundamental prob lem," he says. Follain
would give banks the right to function
more like investment banking firms.
He thinks this will stabilize and revive
the slumping banking industry.
There are other things Washington
could do to provide a shot of adrenaline to America's bloodstream. Some
$500 billion in assets are languishing in
Individual Retirement Accounts, much
of t he money under-i nveste d. If
Washin g ton were to decree, for
instance, that IRA money co uld be
withdrawn without penalty, at a favor-

economy, Diamond feels a tax-incentives plan, especially a tax
ent, is most important. "The investment credit would be a
says, "because companies would spend more money and that's
onomy growing. "
. says Wasylenko, "the government right now is paralyzed and no
how severe this problem really is. In the next four years we're
-ANDREA C. MARSH
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able tax rate, and could be invested in
a second home, the benefits could be
great not only for the real estate industry but also for those bus inesses that
feed off real estate. On top of that, the
Federal Treasury would get a windfall
in tax revenues from IRA withdrawals.
The main problem with such a plan
is that America saves too little as it is.
So, at the same time Wash ington is
encouraging people to spend some of
their IRA money on real estate, the
government wou ld also have to offer
new tax-advantaged savings accounts
a nd prod Americans into putting
money away for the next rainy day.
Some experts are worried that unless
Washington takes decisive action, the
economic recovery people have been
patiently awaiting might never arrive.
Even the most optimistic prediction
by the not-so-objective Bush Administration is for growth this year of only
2 percent to 2.5 percent of the nation's
gross national product.
Experts say it will take growth of at
least 3.5 percent a year to produce a
reasonable number of new jobs and
bring down the unemployment rate.
The t yp ica l post -recession gross
domestic product (GOP) growth of 6
percent probably will not occur thi s
time around.
The actual growth in the nation's
GOP- its output of goods and services- cou ld turn out to be far less
than Wash ington thinks. A California
governme nt eco nomist recently said
that his state is in much worse shape
than the federa l government thinks.
Ted Gibson, head econom ist for the
Ca lifornia Department of Finance,
believes Washington will ultimately
have to adjust downward its statistics
for this recession . And in the fin a l

Pinching Pennie~
Craig Benson is a tightwad. He's more than happy to say so, and not too modest
to suggest others 'migh\ do well to follow suit. Benson's frugality is one reason
the computer-networking company he helped found in 1983, New Hampshire's
Ca~letron Systems, mushroomed during the recent recession and now ranks
among the nation's more lucrative businesses.
Benson, who earne1 an M.B.A. from Syracuse in 1978, and co-founder Robert
levine are enemies of excess and emperors of efficiency. They use second-hand
chairs, dented Office partitions, and metal desks (Benson says his is missing
one leg), Nobody has an office measuring more than 15 feet by 15 feet.
Conference tables are at standing height, thus cutting chair costs and meeting
times, which never exceed 20 minutes. "If you cut corners in good times,
there's more of a margin of safety when there isn't much money to go around, "
says Benson. "It's not something you can put on and take off. But once you live
like>that, it becomes part of your culture."
Benson says such tightfisted policies help keep product prices down and business roaring. Cabletron added 1,400 employees from 1987 to 1991 , was rated
as t e New York Stock Exchange's top performance stock in 1990, and was visited by President Bush prior to February's New Hampshire primary. Benson's
message to Bush: No matter the economic condition, American businesses can
flourish when properly managed.
-8os HtLL

assessment, this recession will turn out
to be one of the worst on record.

B

ut GOP isn't the main thing worrying most experts.
As ~ith the woman from Palmerton, Pennsylvania, they a re
afraid America will be significantly and
permanently harm ed by the debt
binge of the eighties and the recession.
A total coll apse of gove rnment isn' t

exactly on everyone's mind. But there
is growing concern about opportunities
that will be lost forever- a fear the
next generation of Americans will not
be as well off as their parents because
they simpl y won't be ab le to find
decent jobs.
For whatever reason, the economics
experiment of the e ighti es blew up.
And nobody is certain how long it will
take to clean up the mess.•

Maintain
6% unemployment

VO\€ N\ ~Ot\
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EDU~AT IO N
************************

~chool Reform Blues
The issue isn't so much about funding anymore, but what we're getting for our money.

H

ere's a safe bet. When the TV networks conduct election-day exit
polls this November, the percentage of Americans who rank improving the nation 's education system as a
top priority will be only slightly lower
than those who favor motherhood. And
the politicians will be in agreement
with those polls.
A typical presidential campaign
includes a traditional debate on education: Democrats emphasize the
need for a larger federal financial role,
while Republicans talk about improving values and tying funding to performance. T he 1992 campaign has been
umque.
"I don' t think there is all that much
difference between what Mr. Bush and
Mr. C linton have to say on education,"
says Virginia Radley, former president
and curre nt humanities professor at
SUNY Oswego, and a 1958 doctoral
recipient from SU.
Although the liberals are loathe to
admit it, the truth is the conservatives
have basically won that debate. These
days, no one is talking about generating huge amounts of new money.
"The issue for taxpayers has b e come, 'What are they getting for their
mon e y?"' in education, says Peter
Decker, a former Colorado commissioner of education who earned a master's degree from SU in 1961. "The
deb a te about how mu c h mon ey to
spend h as bee n tra ns la t e d into a
debate about outcomes."
That c hange is a product of t hree
forces:
• C linton , the Arkansas governor,
has been a major player in a bipartisan
effort by the nation's governors to offer
a middl e group that me lds the tradi tionally divergent approaches.
• Polls show Americans increasingly
reject the notion that more money will
directly translate into better education.
• The governme nt is already broke,

BY PETER BROWN
so, relatively speaking, there aren't significant new resources available anyway.
Currently, only about 5 percent of
th e money for elementary and secondary education comes from the
federal government, about half the
amount that came from the federal
government when President Reagan's
1980 election led to a reexamination of
the federal financial role in primary
and secondary education.
However, federal spending for education actually increased during the
Reagan and Bush years, largely for college aid. But.as a percentage of the budge t it declin e d because of hi gh e r
spending for defense, health care, and
interest on the debt.
The bulk of the money for public
schools comes from local property
taxes. The reliance on property taxes
has meant that wealthier communities,
predominantl y s uburbs, have been
able to spend more money on their
schools than do poorer schools in inner
cities or some rural areas.
The result has been a series of lawsuits around the country in which poorer school districts have asked courts to
order states to provide money to equal-

ize funding. Those suits have had varying levels of success.
"You have to think of it in terms of
the disparity that exists. Look at the
suburbs and inner city areas," says
James G . Wingate, vice president for
programs with North Carolina's state
education department, who earned his
doctorate in education from SU in 1979.
But the political problems in trying
to get those in more affluent areas to
increase th e ir taxes to help fund
schools in poorer areas are immense,
says Wingate. "It is not universally popular by any stretch of the imagination."
In some states the court orders have
been dramatic. Missouri may be the
best example. There, the courts have
ordered the state to raise taxes on
those who live in some suburban areas
to pay for better facilities in Kansas
City. Urban schools in Kansas City
now have state-of-the-art facilities, but
they have created tremendous resentment across much of the state.

A

side from equalization, the reform
debate in early childhood, elementary, and secondary schools centers
on the mix be tween changes that
can be made with additional funding
and nonfinancial changes, such as testing, standards, and usi ng marke t forces
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~e Habla Esranol1
¢otnmunities are grappling with the vexing political question of adopting an
"offjcial" language for their schools. Jeannette Macero, an associate professor
of foreign languag!!S and literatures at SU, says government would be making a
serio\ s mistake if schools became "monolingual." She argues that producing
biJtng ,al students is beneficial not only for students, but for the future of
A"'frica.
"'lfs becoming more and more an international global community," she says.
"And we need people who speak other languages-something we lack very
much in the United States."
Government, as well as big business, oHen complains that so few Americans
speak a second language, especially Japanese or Chinese. Yet, according to
Macero, this wouldn't be a problem if more bilingual programs in schools were
supported. Immigrant students, she adds, should be encouraged to retain their
n~tive (non-En lish) language, and native English-speaking students should learn
uecond language.
Macero stresses the importance of giving all students a better opportunity to
succeed in school~ Many immigrant children, she says, are treated like secondclass citizens in the' classroom , noting the tremendous school drop-out rate
among immigrant students because of language problems.
It might be cos 1/ to implement bilingual education in our schools, but, says
M~cero , it will ev ntually be more expensive for the government not to do so.
li
-ANDREA C. MARSH
to promote improve me nt by giv ing
parents the right to send their children
to the school of their choice.
Bush has bee n an advocate of school
choice. A numbe r of states, including
Clinton's Arkansas, have experimented
with the idea as a way to prod school
reform.
T he id ea pu s he d by C lin to n and
Bush: If parents could send the ir childre n to any school- and their fund ing
wo uld go with the children-schools

wou ld h ave to improve e no u gh to
attract sufficient stude nts or go out of
bus in e ss. Genera lly, pa re n t s w h o
decide to se nd their children to schools
outside the ir local districts are responsible for transporting their children.
Altho ugh much of th e e ducation
c ommuni ty- in c ludin g teac h e rs
unions and some groups of administrators- originally fought the choice concept, it seems to be an idea whose time
has come.

In fact, the fight now appears to be
ove r whether the concept of choice
sho ul d extend to private schools, so
parents cou ld get a vou che r for th e
amou nt of mo ne y t he ir local pub lic
school spent per child and use it to help
pay tu ition at a private school. Bush
supports that idea. Clinton does not.
T he move me nt for national te sts
and standards for students and teachers, which also initially faced opposition withi n the educational establishment, has become part of the educational landscape.
"T he language about standards has
rea ll y come to th e fo refront of t he
debate in education in the last fo ur or
fi ve years," says Steven Bossert, dean
o f SU's Co ll e g e of Edu ca t i o n .
"Everyone is talking about it."
T here is little opposition among
politicians to th e idea of standa rds .
T hi s consens us has been fue le d by
t he reacti on to a m ultitud e of tests
showin g Ame rica n youn gs ters fare
poor ly o n s t an d a rdi zed tes t s compared to students in othe r developed
countries.
Both Bush and C linton were parties
to the goals of the 1989 education summ it , w h ere th e go vernors and t he
White House agreed on the need for
national tests for fourth , e ighth, and
12th grades. Groups of educators are in
the process of creating the exams. T he
goal is to begin giving them before the
end of the decade.
Former unofficial candidate H . Ross
Perot led an education reform moveme nt in T exas, the most controversial
part of which was a requirement that
students could not participate in extracurricular activities (including foo tball,
which is almost a religion there) without passing grades.
One reason t he idea of testing and
standard s is popu lar, says Bosse rt, is
th at " it 's easy to t alk ab o u t tes t s.
There are no federal dollars being put
at stake."
T he remaining opposition to testing
and standards comes from within the
education establishment. "The proble m, of co u rse, is you h ave so m e
intransige nce wit hi n th e e du cation
unions. A lot of teachers don't want to
be assessed o n t he ir pe rfo rmance,"
says D ecker. "The question really is
becoming, 'Who controls the schools?'
D o teac hers, pare nts, or ad mini strators? T here have to be some coalitions
built between teachers and parents."
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TrouOleu ~hilUren
than ever, are filled with kids who live amidst
abuse. Kids at risk. Kids who need more from their
in the profession, politicians need to do more than
simply acknowledge
on. They need to better fund schools and address
the reali~ tha these children need a stable, nurturing environment, an environment many don't get at home.
Dr. Joe Woods, principal of Syracuse's Beard School, a school for children
with behavioral problems, says the government could start by not cutting funds
for music and art programs, which spur children's creativity. He'd also like to
see funding added for increased support staff, school psychologists, and
extracurricular activities.
With additional funds, "We could expose the youngsters to more positive
aspects of our society-something other than the daily humdrum of the neighborhood," say Woods, who earned his doctorate in education from SU in 1977.
"We have to say, 'What would we do with schools if we really cared about
kids?,"' says Mara Sapon-Shevin, an SU professor of the study of teaching.
"We now have so much data that proves every dollar invested in early childhood educatioh saves hundreds of dollars later on," she says, citing such costs
as prison upkeep, drug rehab programs, and the number of people on welfaresituations some of these children may eventually face.
In the cas-e oksubstance-abuse prevention, SU professor of rehabilitation
counseling Kenneth Reagles says: "The interventions that are intended to prevent substance abuse really need to begin not in seventh and eighth grade, but
in preschools, kindergarten, and elementary schools.
"While for years and years we looked at the school as being the answer to all
of our social problems, more and more we 're recognizing that they're really
school and community problems," says Reagles. "We need to bring in community operations to work cooperatively with the schools."
-ANDREA

c. MARSH

he prim ary federal rol e in higher
education is student aid. C urrently,
students from families with incomes
of $ 10,000 or less receive half the
federal gran ts, whil e the othe r half
goes to those with famil y incomes of
$10,000 to $40,000. The grants range
up to $3,700 annually. Nearly 5.6 million students currently get federally
insured loans.
C lin ton and Bush have both proposed restructuring federal college aid.
C linton 's pl an wou ld allow anyo ne,
regardless of income, to borrow the
money for college. Under his plan, the
funds would be repaid through one of
two options:
• T wo years of volunteer service in
the military, or by performing certain
civilian jobs at subsistence wages; or
• Through IRS d e duction s fro m a
person's income once they entered the
work force.
Bush has proposed a $25,000 line-ofcredit for any American who wants to
use it for higher education. He too
would offer t he option of basing th e
rate of loan repayment on a person's
mcome.
Decker be li eves that which eve r
method the federal government chooses to fin ance education, colleges and
universities must adj ust to a changing
economic environment.
"We are going to have to learn to do
less with less and what does that translate into," he says. "We are goi ng to
h ave less, unle ss we rea ll y ra ise
tuitio ns a major amoun t. As soo n as
you do that you immediately affect the
access" to hi g h e r educ a tion by
American kids.

H

e lping our kids have a succe ssful
educational expe ri e nce now is a
priority. Clearly, Americans want to
improve t he ed ucatio n system.
T his unanimity breaks down, however,
when the subject shifts to specifics.
"The can did ates want reform of
some kind," says Donna Shalala, chancellor of the University of Wisconsin at
Madison, and a 1970 doctoral recipient
from SU. "They agree the current system is not working. Beneath that are
different ideologies about access to the
schools and about who ought to deliver
the services."
Hop e fu ll y, a co n se nsus c a n b e
reached in time to help this generation
of American children. •
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~NYIRONMENT
************************

Earth First
Worrying about the environment isn't just for the Sierra Club anymore.

T

he environment is an issue a modern
candidate can't ignore and the public
won't dismiss. According to Linda
Fowler, associate professor of political
science at SU, the public has demonstrated "extraordinarily robust" support
for the environment for a long time.
But there are mixed signals- from
the public, and from the politicos. It
seems we're all for protecting the environment, but are outraged when taxes
rise to cover the costs of landfills and
recycling programs. As Fowler puts it,
"Nobody wants the cost to come out of
his or her hide."
George Bush promised to be the
Environmental President, then establi shed the Competitiveness Counci l,
which has tried to gut several e nvironmental laws. And , says Fowler, th e
public that said it wanted to protect the
environment gave Ronald Reagan, who
ignored environme ntal concerns, two
landslide victories.
"I don't see the environment being
the major issue that it was in, say the
1976 election," says Fowler, "and I'm
sorry that is the case."
Stephen Greiner, a 1965 graduate of
the College of Arts and Science s and
partner in the New York City law firm
Wilkie Farr & Gall agher, represents
co mpanies c harge d w ith polluting.
Many of hi s c li ents are prosecuted
under the fa r-reac hing Co mprehensive Envi ronmental Res ponse
Compensation and Liability Act (CERCLA) of 1980. Popularly known as the
"S up e rfund" statute, CE RCLA
requires companies to pay the cost of
cleaning up polluted sites they own or
have owned. Costs for cleanups typically run in the multimillions. Getting
the bill for one can put a company out
of business.
"A lot of people feel it very expensive, unfair, and even ridiculous for
them to be charged millions because a
certain species of fish is be ing dam-

BY LAUR IE ROOT HARRI NGTO N
aged," Greiner says. "But it's hard to
know where to draw the lin e . Very
hard."
Although Greiner believes we
should be paying more attention to the
environment, he ca ll s Superfund
"Draconian" and says such legislation
has an extremely negative impact on
the economy.
"I think the environme nt is a very
important issue, and in this century, at
least for most of it, we have paid very
little attention to it," Greiner says. "I
think we need to pay more attention to
it, though there is always going to be
the question of who pays the price."
Alvin Aim, senior vice president of
Science App licatio ns International
Corporation and the recipient of a 1961
SU maste r's in public administration,
believes our tough environmental stand ards have prov id ed a competitive
e dge American bu sine ss should be
exploiting, not lame ntin g. "We've
developed a lot of expe rti se in this
area, and it's exportable," he says.
Americans should choose to dominate the world in "green" technology,
in the same way the j apanese dominate consumer electronics, says Aim.

W

e understand economic values
well, but what value should be
placed on a Spotted O w l or a
humpback whale? That's tough to
quantify, though many experts- economists, specifically-say we should be
doing just that.
"I would count the environment as
one aspect of wealth," says Thomas
Selden, assistant professor of economics and a senior research associate in
the Maxwell Sc hool's Metropolitan
Studies Program. "The U.S. government doesn't do that. None of our data
on GNP, for instance, include environmental losses. We should say, 'We produced so many dollars worth of cars,
but we also destroyed so many dollars
worth of wilderness. We thought we
were making X dollars, but after correcting for the environmental degradation, we made Y.'
"We've only got 2 percent remaining
of the virgin fores ts that existed when
the Europeans first arrived h e re ,"
Selden says, "and we're cutting that at
a rate faster than Brazil is. We're either
going to stop, or we're going to run out
of those forests.
"What will hap pe n when we do? I
don't know, but economies can adjust
well. They are fairly resilient things.
Environments may not be." •
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HEALTH & HUMAN ~ERVHE~
************************

Putting aPremium on Health
Politicians are scrambling for a solution to provide health-care coverage for all Americans.

~

arlos and Yolanda Rojas have three
children, three jobs, a $25,000
income, and no health insurance.
Carlos can purchase reduced-cost
coverage through one of his jobs, but
because the monthly premium is $370,
the Rojas's choose to do without. T hey
hope they'll be lucky enough to avoid
the one major illness or accident that
could ruin them financially.
Mary Beth Dunn has a different
health-coverage qualm. She receives
insurance through her husband's company, but is angered by the escalating
out-of-pocket costs. The family recently paid $1,000 for their daughter's birth
"even though," says Dunn, "we went
to a doctor and hospital with which the
insurance company had a special
arrangement."
The he alth-coverage frustrations
facing both families ep itomi ze the
complaints Americans have with their
health-care system. For various reasons, roughly 35 million Americans
lack coverage of any kind, and the lOs
of millions more with coverage are fed
up by rising costs.
Mending the health-care system has
b ecome a tough political problem .
T he re appear to be no easy answers
and little confidence a solution is
forthcoming soon; a 1991 Gallup Poll
revealed that 91 percent of Americans
believe the nation faces a health-care

BY PETER BROWN
oration. "We are going to have to compromise on both."
The decision about which gets the
higher priority will have much to do
with whether the country opts for a
massive overhaul, greatly changing the
current system of private insurance
with doctors paid on a fee-for-service
basis, or whether the framework for the
existing system remains intact while
many changes are impleme nted one
step at a time.
Between those two poles are almost
as many reform proposals as applicants
for mid-court sea ts at the Carrier
Dome. Whatever the outcome, individuals will certainly have to help foot
the bill.
"There has to be some fin ancial
responsibility for one's health in terms
of co-payments and deduction s by
individuals," says public health expert
James Mullaley, a 1940 College of Arts
and Sciences graduate who recently
stepped down as executive director of
the New York State Health Facilities
Association. " I don't think you can
hang a sign that says 'Free health care
given here.' It would bankrupt the system. There is no question there should
be universal access, but not for unlimited care."

D

espite public misconceptions, it is
the lower middle class who most
lack health insurance in America
today, not welfare recipients or the
elderly. Medicaid, the federal-state
health insurance program, provides
coverage to those at the bottom of the
economic ladder. Medicare takes care
of the elderly, many of whom also have
their own supplemental coverage.
"The problem has grown from one
of non-working people to workingclass people who are finding the costs
of health insurance prohibitive," says
Wohl. "It's the large working and middle-class group who are the growing
constituency for reform."
Gallup found that three in fo ur
Americans say cost-related issues, not
inferior quality of care, is the major
problem in health care. Unfortunately,
satisfaction with care is a major reason
why there have been no major changes
in the system despite public unhappiness with cost. Because people are
happy with their treatme nt, they' re
unmotivated to lobby for changes in
the system.
Health-care costs are rising faster
than virtually any other component of
life, including college tuition. In 1992,
Americans will spend about $817 billion on health care, or 14 percent of the
nation's gross national product. T hat
rate is higher than any other industrial-

CflSIS.

The dilemma may come to a head
within a few years, when Americans
could be asked to decide what is more
important-universal access to health
care or cost containment.
"It comes down to a balancing of
the two, cost and access," says Marisa
Wohl, a 1980 SU graduate with a dual
degree in public communications and
arts and sciences. Wohl deals with the
problem daily as assistant director for
management and budget for the New
York City Health and Hospital Corp24
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ized country spends, and it's significantly more than Americans spe nt in
1965 (wh e n 5.9 percent of the GNP
went to health care) and in 1988 (whe n
the figure was 10.9 percent).

T

here are three basic approaches to
health-care reform in the political
debate.
Republi ca ns a re wa ry of la rge r
governme nt programs that wo uld be
pa rt of a n y majo r over hau l. T hose
leading the call fo r a national health
insurance program, such as exists in
Canada, are mostly Democrats, especially liberals.
T he in c re me ntal a pproac h to
change proposed by P res ide nt Bush
wo ul d offe r tax in ce nti ves to help
lower-income fa milies and small businesses purc hase h ea lth in s ura nce.
Bu sh h as prop os ed the cre ation of
refundable tax credits of up to $3,750
for poor famili es to purchase in s urance. Wealthie r families and ind ivid uals could receive up to $3,750 worth of
deductions afte r purchasing insurance.
T he plan would also provid e incentives for Ame ricans, including th ose
on M e di ca id a nd M e dicare, to use
pre paid managed programs like health
mainte nance organizations, in which a
patient receives all required care for a
set fee.
In an ideal scenario, states could create large combined-risk pools made up
of those using the tax credits to buy
health insurance. Inclusion in a combined-risk pool would make individual
cost significantly lower than shopping
for coverage in the private sector.
" In c re menta l refo rm is pro b ab ly more like ly to happe n, fe asibi lit y-wise, th an a ny t hing e lse ," says
Carolyne D avis, who earned he r doctorate in highe r education from SU in
1972 a nd b etween 198 1 a nd 1985
headed the United States Health Care

Financing Administration, the federal
age ncy th at ove rsees M e di caid and
Medicare.
"The pri ce tag [w ith incre me ntal
re form] is significantly less than the
other alte rnatives," says Davis. "That
is imp ortant if you are looking at a
nation that says it wants to cover the
uninsured. But when you ask people if
they want to pay additional taxes, the
answe r usuall y comes ou t ' not more
than $100.' T hat means not the larger
tax increase needed for national health
insurance."
Bush's increme ntal reform wo uld

probably cost $30 to 40 billion annually
and provide insurance for at least 20
million currently uninsure d people.
Along with some changes in Medicaid,
says Davis, it' s possible such an approach might supply insurance for
most of those now without.
Many leading Democrats, among
them pre sidential candid ate Bill
Clinton, support a proposal t hat has
picked up the nickname "play or pay."
Under the plan, employers would be
required to either provide health insurance to those working at least 20 hours
a week (that's the play part), or pay a

~hi!Uren anU Povercy
One out of every five children under 18 in the United States lives in poverty.
Under age six, it's one out of four.
According to William Scarbrough, associate director for research at the
National Center for Children and Poverty and assistant professor at Columbia
University's School of Public Health, the key to alleviating the problem of children living below the poverty line is the integration of services.
Currently, says Scarbrough, "health programs are seen as separate from
housing programs, as separate from child protective services, and so on. It's
a very complex mix of economic, social, psychological , and environmental
factors.
"Integrating health, education, and welfare programs will save money and
will do much better things for families dealing with a multiplicity of problems of
kids in poverty."
The next step, he says, is "making those programs or those policies two generational in nature, so that they deal not only with the child, but also with the
family or parents."
Scarbrough, a 1981 SU College of Arts and Sciences graduate, stresses that
"there is no such thing as a poor child. It's poor families."
Positive action from the federal level includes the Family Support Act of
1988, a program designed to educate and train poor families how to break the
cycle of poverty, not simply through cash assistance. But, says Scarbrough,
"We're still a far cry from really solving the problem. "
Scarbrough believes those working for national government agencies aren't
yet thinking about a nationally integrated system- but should be.
"They haven't been able to grasp the concept because these are agencies
that don't cross lines," he says.
"Health and Human services, the Department of Agriculture , the
Department of Education , and the Department of Housing and Urban
Development- they never really communicate with one another. What's going
to have to happen is not going to be a top-down sort of policy development.
It's going to be bottom-up."
-ANDREA C. MARSH
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AID~ Policy
AIDS has become o.ne of the most controversial health care issues of the nineties. We
recently spoke with two alumni active in AIDS causes, and asked them their views on
AIDS policy and politics.
Brian Gorman, a 1971 College of Arts and Sciences graduate, is deputy director for
finance and administration for the AIDS Research Center in New York City. Gorman
has been at the forefront of providing housing and support services for homeless people with AIDS.
Jay Blotcher, a 198~ graduate of the Newhouse School and principal in the media
consulting firm l?ublic. Impact, has served as media coordinator for ACT UP (AIDS
Coalition to Unleash Power) and Queer Nation in New York City.

If you coulU cnoose just one AID~ ~olicy tne government
woul~ im~lement, wnat wouM it~e~
Gorman: "Adequate and effective education and outreach into all the various communities and cultures that,make up this country.
Many people continue to deny that AIDS is their issue. The government needs to
publiclyi acknowledg~ the tealities of the situation-one in 25 Americans is infected
with the HIV virus. That's someone you know, someone important in your life."

How ~es~mignt an~ID~ e~ucational ~olicy ~e im~lemente~~
Gorman: "It has to ultimately be implemented into the grassroots at the community
level. In the schools, in the churches. We need to go to where people get their information, to sources that people trust. "

What are tne most ~ifficult ~arriers you an~ your
organizationsare u~ against in terms of raising awareness~
Blotcher: "I think homophobia is the greatest barrier. People still think that only
fags get it. What they don't realize is that their kids-their straight kids-are now
contracting AIDS too, because they don't have the information and [communities] are
still fighting condoms in school. Ten years into the epidemic, people still have an 'us'
versus 'them' mentality-a mentality fostered by [the current] administration. "

How mucn ~o you tnink tne AID~ cause will ~e furtnere~
in tnenear future~
Blotcher: "I see new politicians still resistant because of that underlying fear and
distrust, and hatred and bigotry. They don't know what to do, yet evidence is mounting
that this [epidemic] is really getting out of hand."
-ANDREA C. MARSH

payroll tax that would go into a government fund to buy health insurance for
those without it.
Some of the play-or-pay plans would
crea te ne w federa l orga ni za tion s to
limit total health-care spendin g .
Medicare and Medicaid pro g ra ms
wou ld dissolve and the poor and e lderly wou ld be covered by the same plan
that would provide insurance for those
whose e mployers chose not to play.
A m ajor concern w ith the p la n
involves the percentage of the payroll
tax to be required of companies that
choose not to suppl y insura nce to
employees. If the percentage were too
low, e mployers would have an incentive not to provide coverage. Making it
too high, however, could cause a serious probl e m for firm s trying to stay
financially afloat.
"Jf you don't set the percentage of
what you have to pay wisely, you could
end up with many companies who now
cover th e ir employe es say in g, 'It's
cheape r for me to pay than to play,"'
says D avis. Because coverage under
the pay program would likely be infe rior to employer-provided insurance, the
results of play or pay would be counterproductive in this instance, she says.
The play or pay plan attracts support
for a variety of reasons.
" I think its a good idea because it
d ea ls with the access iss u e ," say s
Wohl. "You need more exte nsive covera g e and you n ee d to e x te nd it
beyond employer-based situations."
" I think comp a ni es sho uld have
some responsibility to take care of their
e mpl oyees," says N a ncy O sgood , an
associate profe ssor of geron tology at
Virgini a Commonwealth U nive rsity,
who earned he r doctorate in sociology
from SU in 1979. "A comp a ny th a t
doesn ' t prov ide health-care cove rage
for its e m p loyee s is a company th at
doesn't do what others do. Companies
that do provide insurance are at a compe titive di sadvantage with those who
do not, and that's not fair."
Annual cost estimates for the playor-pay approach are about $70 billion.
Fort y billi o n w ould co m e fr o m
employers, $25 bi ll ion fro m the gove rnm e nt ( to cove r th ose n ow on
Medicaid and Medicare) and $5 billion
from individuals in the form of co-payments and deductibles.
Observers on both sides of the ideological divide see the play-or-pay plan
a s a pot e nti a l first ste p towa rd a
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national health insurance system such
as those alread y in place in man y
developed countries in the world,
namel y Canada and Great Britain.
Some forsee the federal government
taking over ~he functions of the private insurance industry. Others wish
to continue to rely on com m e rc ial
insurers, bur in a fashion that wou ld
have them competing for funds doled
out by government.

T

h e b e li e f th a t h ea lth c a re is an
in alienable right for all citizens
energized a movement for national
health insurance in the late seventies. Massachusetts Senator Edward
Kennedy made such a plan a cornerstone of his unsuccessful 1980 preside ntial campaign.
In a national approach, the $200 billion needed to finance h ea lth care
would be raised mostly on the federal
level. There are several options as to
which taxes would be raised, or how
high they would have to go, but there
is no doubt taxpayers would see a big
differe nce in the ir paychecks.
Supporte rs argue the re wou ld be a
corresponding savings in private insura nce prem iu ms. Th e country mi g ht
even save money because of reduced
pape rwork expe nses. Oppone nts say
th e history of governme nt programs
becomin g m o re , rath e r th a n le ss,
expe nsive as rime passes make that a
pipe dream.
"I don't thi nk we can afford a prog ra m on th e n a ti o n a l level ," says
Osgood. "The national debt is so high
that it's not a good time to imple me nt
a program that would be paid for mostly by the gove rnme nt," says Osgood.
T he re is also a question of access to
care. In Canada, national boards decide
wh a t services wi ll b e provided to
whom. Additional se rvices can always

be purchased at added cost.
"I don't think the Canad ian system
is something that will fly in the United
States," say s Wo hl. "Peop le here
expect to have access to health care,
and in the Canadian system, access is
rationed. For instance, if you are over a
ce rta in age, you don't qualify for
bypass su rgery. Americans wou ld not
accept that.
"The other re:tson the Canadian system wou ld no r be accepte d, e ven
though health care is a highly regular-

ed industry here now, is that it would
become a g overnment-controlled
industry. Americans have an anathema
for that kind of thing."
All in all, we Americans have quire a
choice. We don't like the present system, and each of the major alternatives
are likely to make at least some people
unhappy.
The questi on is, will any solution
make the American people less unhappy about health care than they are currently? •

Rights of the Homeless
For many homeless people, participating in the political system is hardly a
priority. "The last thing on a homeless person 's mind is to vote, " says
Charmane Wong, coordinating attorney of the Association of the Bar of the City
of New York's Legal Clinic for the Homeless and a 1984 speech communications
graduate of Syracuse.
Wong recruits and trains volunteer lawyers to provide legal services for
homeless people. As,the ultimate disenfranchised minority group, they often
suffer egregious vi~lations of their legal rights, such as illegal eviction and loss
of parental rigltts. "If you had money and power, those things would not happen
to ypu," Wong says. "Homeless people are treated as nonpersons."
Thus it falls tQ, go~ernments to cope with a growing number of people to
whom they are not accountable. Because the issue is unglamorous and
embraces powerless people, Wong says, it is low on most politicians' agendas.
"I don't see hornlessness being addressed much or treated seriously," she
says. Wong advo~ates more affordable housing, and retraining and rehabilitation,programs to help people escape the cycle of poverty once and for all.
"Homeless people are no bums," Wong says. "They're just like you and me.
Many of s are on(y a paycheck or two away from homelessness. We need to get
together to put pressur, on our cities, our states, our federal government to do
something about the problem."
- GEoRGE LowERY ·
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rOREIG N & OO ME~T I ~ RELA T ION ~
************************

Glo~al ~oo~eration
Charity may begin at home, but isolationism is just plain selfish.

B

ump e r s ti ckers first caugh t the
mood during the run-up to the New
Hampshire primary. The smug
messa ge be ga n to show up on
American-made cars parked in lots that
banned imports: "S mart Americans
Buy American." The chorus reached a
crescendo on the nation's talk shows
three months later, after the fury and
fire of Los Angeles. America demanded an answer: "Why are we send ing
billions of dollars overseas when there
are so many problems at home?"
If only, the disquiet seemed to say,
we stopped buying Japanese cars and
feeding the world' s hungry, America
wou ld pull out of the recession, solve
its wrenching social proble ms, and be
Number One again. C harity, the shrill
voices insisted, must begin at home.
As professional staff assistant of the
House Appropriat ions Comm ittee,
William E . Scheurch l eaves th e
response to those decidedly political
issues to his Capitol Hill employe rs.
Hi s role is ne ith e r to arg ue for nor
against foreign assistance, but to provide h ard facts fo r th e debate. It's
enough to make a talk-show host cut to
a commercial. "The United States will
spend $14.2 bi llion on forei gn aid in
1992," Scheurch says. "The federal
budget is $1.5 trillion. Foreign aid represe nt s less than 1 p erce nt of the
total." Indeed, so small a fraction is fore ig n a id, th a t it ha s bee n ca ll ed a
"grace note" to the trillions of dollars
in the federal budget.
To those who rail about retiring the
federal deficit with foreign-aid dollars,
Scheurch provides another set of numbers, which wou ld seem to undercut
that argument as well. "The deficit is
est im a t ed at $399 b illion, " says
Scheurch. "If you redirected 100 pe rcent of our foreign aid to the deficit, it
would eli minate just 3.6 pe rce nt of it."
Sche urch earned his undergrad uate
degree from SU in 1974 in philosophy

BY TINA PRE~ ~
and political science and his master's in
public administration from the Maxwell School two years later. Over the
11 years he has worked as a committee
staff member on Capitol Hi ll, he has
watched political support for foreign
aid erode. " In 198 1, foreign aid was
$14.3 billion," he says. "It peaked at
$20.8 bi llion in 1985 with th e Reaga n
military increases. Adjusted for inflation, the $ 14.2 billion for this year is
some 20 percent less in real dollars
than what we spent 11 years ago."
Further, campaign rhetoric and talkshow babble that would channel the
"peace dividend" to domestic needs
ignore yet another aspect of political
rea lism. T h e bud get agreement in
effect for the las t f ive yea rs set up
three categories of spending: defense,
domestic, and international. "Money in
one category ca nnot be used in any
other," explains Scheurch, who notes
that the agreement expires after next
year's budget.
Sche urch links the decline in support for fore ign aid directl y to two
domestic economic realities. "Despite
the ove rall econo mic growth of t he
eighties, the average American is feel-

ing pinched," he observes. In addition,
the out-of-control deficit creates the
perception that the government budget itself is in disarray. "People support
foreign aid as an extra. It doesn't compete well with programs they feel are
essential for their own needs."

F

oreign aid h as hi storically been
based on enlightened self interest, a
strategy Ambassador Goodwin
Cooke continu es to e ndorse. T he
Marshall Plan rebuilt Europe' s shattered economies after Worl d War II.
Billions flowed to counter communism
around the globe. More billions went to
help developing co untri es, in th e
process providing raw mate rials for the
United States, and creating consumers
for goods made in the U.S.A. Cooke,
who teaches international relations in
the Maxwe ll Schoo l, a rgues t h at
today's foreign aid programs still further national inte rests, and are affordable. "There is e nough wealth available to deal fairly exte nsively with the
national domestic agenda and to
e nhance foreign aid programs," he says.
Before coming to SU, Cooke spent
25 years wit h the State Department,
serving in P akistan, Yugoslavia, Italy,
Belgium, Canada, and the Ivory Coast,
and was ambassador to the Centra l
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African Republic during the Carter
Administration. These days, he scoffs
at the isolationists who label his thinking "globaloney," and insists, "we are a
terribl y interdependent wo rld , no
longe r divided ri gidl y into the sovereign states of President Bush's new
world order."
Cooke ca lls up an ancient Greek
word to underscore this case for contemporary interdependence. "No state
can be autarkic. No one lives on this
planet in isolation. We should be looking at additional transfers of resources.
If we want other states to cooperate on
global measures, we must make a very
serious commitment to balancing the
economic playing fi eld."
Stuart Thorson, chai r of both the
internationa l relations program and
political science departme nt at the
Maxwell School, shares the global view
of his Maxwell colleague. Supermarket
she lves throughout America overflow
with products from around the globe.
Canadians routinely shop in American
cities such as Syracuse and Buffalo.
Carbon dioxide fro m industriali zed
nations threatens the entire p lanet.
"We are in c reas in g ly p a rt of an
interconnected web of human beings,"
argues Thorson. "The issue is not this
country versus another country. We are
all on this planet together, and we've
all go t to reso lve our problems
together."
Alth ough American probl ems are
"real, severe, and deep," and must be
addressed, says Thorson, it would be a
mistake to heed the vox populi on the
talk shows, and focus on domestic
issues to the exclusion of international
responsibilities. "To suggest that it's
either foreign aid or assistance to Los
Angeles is to make a categorical mistake. It's not an 'either/or."'
at's missing to guide that debate,
ccording to T horson, is political
eadership. " In a democracy, we
xpect our political leaders to provide a context so that we can move to a
deeper understanding of the problems
we face. It's not that th,ere is a right
answer, but we need to be t hinkin g
a nd t a lkin g a bout the problems."
He notes that presidential campaigns
used to provide such a forum for critical give-and-take, what T horson calls
"a national exercise in thinking about
society." Instead, today's presidential
elections have become a far diffe re nt

IT~/Japan Relation~
Goodwill between the United States and Japan plunged earlier this year, with
each country blaming the other for America 's economic decline. Americans
bashed Japan. The Japanese bashed America right back. Despite the friction,
most people agree both nations need one another.
"We need to becom~ more admiring of the Japanese," says David Huffmire, a
1956 SU graduate in management and an IBM executive who has spent a large
part of the past 14 years living and working in Japan. "The whole question of
quality, market-driven quality, is integral to the Japanese society, and they go to
f.
enormous lengths to delight clients in all sectors. The client is number one in
Japan, and we need to put more focus on that."
"The Japanese look at us with a mixture of admiration and concern," says Hal
Bengelsdorf, a 1948 College of Arts and Sciences graduate and former state
department official, w~o is a consultant to the Japanese nuclear power industry.
"A lot of Japanese think the United States is past its prime, but others think the
United States is still l(ery powerful. Americans tend to focus on Japan as the
sole reason for some of the problems we have here, which is a bum rap. While
the ~Japanese have been aggressive in trade, they're not the cause of a lot erosion her!!. How can you blame them for deterioration of our education system or
-BOB HtLL
the race riots in our cities?"

process. "They have become a big
nation al strategic game t hat we all
engage in. And you win them by being
bland," he says.
To Thorson, the questions that must
be addressed- from Los Ange les to
global warming- are fundamental and
urgent. "These are deep issues of justice. We must look at what is producing the problems. I doubt we will find
the answers are all sitting inside ou r
national boundaries."
One who has crossed those borders
in his professional life is Donald ].
G iancola, president of D.]. Giancola
Exports, Inc. and a 1946 SU graduate.
"I'm a free trader," h e says . "We
should trade with everybody and we
shouldn 't put obstacles in the way."
Giancola, who went directly from his
studies in foreign trade to the export
management business, now heads a
company that chalked up $ 11 mi llion
in annual sales last year to markets in
Latin America and the Pacific Rim.
Giancola also scorns co nservative
ca lls fo r protection ism, saying th ey
serve only short-term interests of the

country. He acknowledges a free-trade
pact with Mexico might sacrifice some
jobs in Texas at first, but envisions an
ultimate win-win equation for both
sides of the border. "Trade will e ncou rage Mexico to develop its own
manufacturing base, and bring it out of
the 19th century. It will create consu mers who wi ll buy goods made in
Amer ica, and c reate a m a rk e t in
America's own back yard."
Giancola is just as bullish on foreign
aid , but argues it should have a few
more strings attached. Such oversight
wou ld cut the waste, corruption, and
ineffici e ncy he be lieves often di lu te
the effectiveness of money sent overseas. But he definite ly does not want it
to stop. Indeed, in his view, it is d irectly linked to America's future status in
the world.
"The only way to be a world citizen
is to help everyone out," he says. "If
you want to abdicate our role as the
Number One co untry in the world ,
don 't give fore ign aid. You can't be
number one without making othe rs
strong." •
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